
CHAPTER II

SCENES-ACTORS-MEANS

The Near West Side

The near west side of the city of Chicago is an example of urban

real estate that has been the home for decades of some of the poorest

people of the city, but which now, in the seventh and eighth decades of

the twentieth century, is found to contain some of the most valuable land

in the entire urban area. Why is this so?

From the beginning the near west side was settled and resettled

by those newer i.mmigrants to the urban scene for whom it was necessary

to find a place to live near to the rail yards, factories and markets. To

this day it contains some of the oldest residential housing still in use in

the city" When the first Negro residents arrived in the area, the last

wave, but one, of new urban dwellers on the near west side, they found

housing that was already sixty and seventy years o1d. This was around

ihe time of World War I. German, Irish and Scandanavian peoples had

been there before them. Italians were sti11 around, and would retain a

pocket of their distinct community until the present. Greeks, Poles and
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Russian Jews would also be their contemporaries for a time" In more

recent years, Latin groups have begun to settle on the southern edges of

the area. In thirty years, from 1930-60, the percentage of black residents

in this community increased from seventeen to fifty per cent of a total

population that reached 125,000 in 1960.1 These people found homes, not

in new and planned housing developments, but in the heavily used houses

of their predecessors among Chicagots poor.

Eventually some of the worst of this housing was cleared away

and public housing projects under the Chicago Housing Authority were

erected. The earliest of these "projects" were two and three story

divellings which, to this day, are much preferred by many public housing

i'esidents to the later eight and twelve story high-rise projects, the filing

cabinet type buildings which have been the city of Chicagots chief answer

:o the Negro housing problem. Today a considerable proportion of the

areats black residents live in the "projects" of the near west side, although

many others continue to live in the ancient single dwellings along 13th and

-4th Streets, west of Ashland Avenue, and on some of the side streets,

There is important Chicago history connected with the near west

side. Jane Adamst Hull House was built there, and lts remnant is

.'.ined as a museum within the complex of ultra-modern, concrete structures

\rrrrr.- W. Ellis, White Ethic and Bhgk Power: The Eryrgenge
.-.: the West Side Organizatign (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Company, 1969),
r-D. 74-75.
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which is the Chicago Circle Campus of the University of l11inois.

Chicagors answer to the Paris flea market, the Maxwell Street, open-air

market, still offers its collection of bargaining, clipping and fencing

operations, just a few blocks from WSO headquarters, though even this

fabled enterprise has seen better days.

But perhaps the most important history of the area has never been

written, and may never be, for the reason that the inner dynamics of

Chicago city politics is difficult, if not impossible, to record. The near

west side has a heavy political significance within the city structure. It is

part of Chicagors First Ward, the other part of which i.s nothing less than

the immensely valuable business district, Chicago's Loop. The concrete

canyons of the Loop contain few resident votersi the First Ward elections

of 1964 showed a total vote of 20, 890 in the race for Governor of il.linois.1

The Loop is immensely valuable in economic terms for politically connected

(or entangied) enterprises, such as insurance companies, building services,

-ood services, and food and liquor suppliers, not to mention the real estate

-nterests themselves. But at least once every four years, the political

control of the First Ward theoretically reverts to its franchised constit-

:rency, on ward election day, when the aldermen members of Chicagors

city government, and the ward committeemen members of the two political

'l*Richard M" Scammon, ed., American Votes: A Handbook of
Contemporary Elqction Statistics (Washington, D. C.: Governmental
-lifairs Institute, 1966), p. 114.

Milut
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parties are elected.

In Chicago politics there has been no toleration of uncertainty

regarding the outcome in the First Ward for as long as anyone now living

there can remember. The E irst Ward is a controlled political entity in

just about every sense in which that statement is treaningful, The guber-

natorial election of 1964 showed 82.3 per cent of the First 'Ward voting

Democratic. Some of the men of WSO have worked within the regular

Democratic organization in the ward in past years, and they understand

well the resources of enforcement which are at its disposal. This fact

must be understood in order to understand further why \MSOIs political

behavior has never involved a direct attack on the pblitical powers that be

in the }.irst Ward. WSO has been political, and has been involved directly

in some political campaigns, particularly in the Second Ward and the former

Second Congressional District, where figures who are (or have been)

independent of the regular organization received WSO support for Alderman

and the U.S. Congress. But within the First Ward itself \MSO's political

activity has been confined to representing grievances from the people

which the ward authorities could take care of in the normal course of

business. WSO's political agenda in their home territory has been to

gain recognition from the political powers of the First Ward of the needs
('

and demands of the people as these lrere represented by the leadership of

WSO. \4rSO could push hard for improvements which the ward authorities

might grant or respond to in the interests of "good government.,' But
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::us form of representation has not threatened the hard and fast political
:ontrol of the ward itself. The means to change the system of control has
:e'er been within wsors resources and, apart from some instances of

:-arsh rhetoric about the "machine" and Mayor Daley, the discussion of

;*ossible strategies for change is not part of the record of wso, at least
-r the years covered by this study.

But the years have brought other changes which have made the
- 
='rd itself on the near west side the kind of coveted territory that can

:=:d1y be reserved indefinitely for the housing of the indigent or the lower
: !ss' The near west side was bifurcated in the 1950rs by the huge Eisen-
"fI-"-er, east-west expressway, which connects with the east-west Illinois
r:-1way at the farther reaches of chicagors western suburbs. wsors
--:rediate neighborhood is a corner of land south of this expressway and

m-=st of the even newer Dan Ryan north-south express\^ray which was

:n::lt along the western edge of the Loop and reaches south to the outlying
s;:urbs in that direction. This corner of territory now runs from the
Fsenhower'(about 800 south) to roughly 16th street south, where industrial

;rcperty is concentrated. East to west, it runs from the Dan Ryan (at

3r:3'-1i 700 west) to an indefinite line shading off into the west side proper

a: :l:out Damen Avenue, which is 2000 west. There is no natural or man_

:u*-: barrier to indicate the western extremity of the near west side, as

:r :he other three sides of the area"

This portion of land thus described does not contain a homogenous
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population or a continuous residential community. There are two, sma11,

wtrite, middle-c1ass islands in the area, a new group of residents living
around the chicago Circle campus of the university, and a sma11 but vital
rtalian-American community occupying a two block-wide strip of land along

Taylor street, just two blocks north of Roosevelt Road, the heartland of

\Mso' A huge chunk of the northern edge of territory along the Eisenhower

is given over to the west side Medical center of the university of frlinois
and its ancillary institutions, plus cook county Hospital, presbyterian-

st' Lukers Hospital, a veterans hospital, a mental hospital, industrial
clinics, student housing, a schoolfor the blind, and the famous Audy Home--
the detention center for juvenile offenders of cook county. At the corner
rhere the Dan Ryan and the Eisenhower expressways meet is the huge,new

chicago circle campus which enrolled more than 20,000 students within a

few years of its erection in the early sixties. The homes and businesses

of the new Latin residents run along Halsted Avenue south of Roosevelt Road

O2th street south). The rest of the land contains the projects and older
homes of the nraik population of the near west side, including the poorest

of those whom WSO regards as its constituency.

The economic and demographic facts about this black constituency
are depressingly similar to those of numerous other inner-city, black
neighborhoods in the American metropolitan complexes" M/il1iam Ellis
reports a black population in 1g60 of 60,000 to ?0,000 people, of a total
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populatiotL of 125' 000' 1 Forty per cent of the black community were persons
under eighteen years of age. Thirty-eight per cent of the families in the
area had an income of $3,000 or less in the year 1960, a figure which
includes white, black and Latin families. Twenty-five per cent of the
people in the neighborhood were living on public assistance. The unem_
ployment statistics for the total area in tg64 revealed twelve per cent of
the measured work force out of vrork, a figure which might easily have
been doubled for that year if only black men rffere counted,

The headquarters of the west side org anizationis located near
Ashland Avenue (1600 south) on the south side of Roosevelt Road. rn the
years since the field work for this study was done , the entire area north
of Roosevelt Road and across the street from \/so has been cleared by
urban Renewal, except for the public housing that stands near Racine
Avenue. The south side of Roosevelt, from Ashland east to the newest
constructions belonging to the university of rllinois, has the look of a
condemned area, with decayed structures of wood and plaster housing a
few ver}r pio" families and many marginal businesses which could be
wiped out in a few days of energetic bul1do zing.

It is important to keep in mind that, though the larger area of
near west side has contained immense facilities for human services
education--the medical complex, the university, and several church

the

and

1*Euis, 
White Ethic, p. 74.
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properties--the people of WSO fe1t, in L964, that little if anything of this

was intended for them, or even available to them in their desperate needs.

cook county Hospital, Audy Home and the cook County Morgue were the

exceptions. A large part of WSo's campaign has been to force the attention

of,these institutions to the needs of the residents of the near west side, on

the supposition that the lllinois Medical Center and the University in par-

ti.cular, having claimed so much of the land, and having been built with

rax moneys which were collected from the poor as well as the upper and

:niddle classes, owed special responsibilities to the black poor who 1ived

rearby. There have been some genuine movements in this direction.

These include employment opportunities at the University for which WSO

:ecommendees were taken, and better medical care for the poor within

:::e Illinois Medical Center.

Since 1964 WSO has occupied a naruow storefront building with

= single room, perhaps sixty feet long and eighteen feet wide, in the row

- condemned structures along Roosevelt Road. The desks of the officers

'a-hich used to be behind a partition that was removed early in the first

:':3r of wso occupancy) are at the rear of the room facing the door which

::ens to the street. The furniture is makeshift, including some pews and

:" s=rall communion table obtained from the former Cragin Congregational

l:"rrch, and dilapidated folding chairs set in rows facing the front" There

*s room for about ninety people to be seated comfortably in a public

*:eting. In 1966 the headquarters was decorated with signs and posters

Tlr
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left over from wso street actions, clippings and pictures from news-

paperS--inc1udingthecitypressaswe11asthe@(WSo'S

publication)--which told of WSo activities and personalities, numerous

slogans and pictures of black Leaders such as Martin Luther King and

l{a1colm X, and some photographs of lynchings and burnings in which

white men and boys are shown standing around the corpses of their black

r.,ictims. The room is depressing certainly, until one is able to participate

in the liveIy discussions and hilarity that go on there. The community

meetings are held in this room usually on wednesday night. On occasion

literally hundreds of persons have packed the room to hear King or Stokely

Carmichael, or to engage in the discussion and decision making that have

occuffed in times of crisis, such as during the west side riot of 1g66.1

A further aspect of the scenic background to the actions which

are interpreted in this study is the conception of an organization of the

poor with which the work of organizing was begun in 1964. The origin of

wso is a story that can be told in many ways, rn one sense IMS9 grew from

:he mind of the Reverend Archibald Hargraves, Director of Mission Devel-

cpment for the urban Training center for Christian Mission (as it was

called ln 1964) in Chicago. The organization was created to provide an

iuthentic ghetto base for Protestant ministers and seminary students,

Infra., pp. 224-28
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mostly white men, inevitably middle class in background and training,

who were to become involved with unemployed black men in their day-to-

day struggle to find employment.

In form and intention, WSO was envisioned by Hargraves and his

associates at the Urban Training Center as an expression of authentic

Christian ministry in the modern city, a means for enacting theological

commitments reflecting the nature of the Christian mission. This vision,

:ogether with the leadership and money committed by UTC to the founding

of WSO, represent stimuli from social and cultural sources outside of

-jre ghetto.

In 1964 the Urban Training Center decided to focus its training

li'ograms upon the problems of the unemployed, unwanted rejects of the

productive society. There were several types of involvements through

r-hich the trainees might gain experience, including governmental and

:r'ivate agencies working on manpower training, remedial education pro-

irams, job placement agencies, etc, But Hargraves chose to foIlow an

':ntrj.ed course--to form an organization of the unemployed themselves

=at could act in the interests of its own members, as they defined those

-:r:erests.

This decision expressed Hargravesr conviction that self-

letermination for the poor is the locus of the essential power and direction
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ior social change. This conviction is enforced, if not generated, in

Ilargraves' thinking by his understanding of the christian Gospel itself,

and the nature of the Christian community.l The authentic movements

oi the Spirit of God appear in the upheavals of the downtrodden and dispos-

sessed. Protests against the misery, disorder, and hopelessness of those

a-ho are victimized in an unjust social order are understood by Hargraves,

:ot simply as the signs of malfunctions within the social process, but as

::e portents of dissolution within an old order, a dying age. It is the

society of the victims among whom the Spirit is most active. The Spirit

lirs up a profound disease within, and reaction against, a social system

mhich tolerates a state of victimization for a large number of its members.

lhe institutional church that has been overwhelmed by the culture in whieh

:: iives is unable to relate to those whom the society disvalues" But the

accents of Godrs own voice are heard in their cries of misery and demands

::: a just reconstitution of the social order. It is nothing less than the

;oal- of God in Christ, expressed in the social rnovements of the dispos-

s'essed, " . . . to break up the o1d and bring it to an end, so that the new

morid in him may come to be" Where the action is, there is God in Christ

t-o. "2 The "actiont' is the power of dissolution and recreation of the

lDonald Keating, "The Nature of the Church a la
C:agin Log, r' Chicago, Urban Training Center Libr;y;

1i[:meographed. )

2Archie Hargraves, quoted in "The Nature of the
l:na1d Keating, p. 154.

Archie Hargraves,
1965, pp. 154-56,

Church, " by

il



social order.

The world is like a floating c,rap game. The church is a ,,confirmed,,
gambler whose major compulsitn"upoo arising each day is to knowwhere the action is. when he locatls its whereabouts Le hterallyruns there in order to ,'dig the action",,

aaa.aa

The contemporary way for a christi.r, io preach is with his body.The contemporary way to experi"o"" i'lifu tog"ther" [in the christian' communityl is in teams of christians who have their bodies on callfor meeting situations as they arise. Their primary commitment isto be immersed in the action and turn it inside out, with the under_standing that [his is where christ has calred them io u", because heis there also.1

The christian style of ministry in our time of turmoil demands

fte positioning of the whole self within the milieu of disorder and human

suffering. It assumes that no spectator can possibly comprehend the

significance of what is happening on the frontiers of social change. Nor
can he point to the reality of christ bringing a ne\^/ world to be, which is
:fie task of the Christian witness.

The Church has no messa,ge until she ,,digs.,, 
" " . Reflectionfollows encounter. . . . ,bi.gging,, 

the 
""tio. means the commitmentof God's people. , It often *u"ns being committed without knowingwhether they are right or wrong. This the church need not know,for her task is to polnt to chriJt and receive from him severity an6- mercy as the actlon increases in momentum an,J srcop".-it r".rr""to Christ the utti.mate disclosure of his purposes. _

such is the heart of the vision of christian mission and ministry within
:he modern, urban world which informed the experiment we know as the
rl-est Side Organization.

How could predominantly white, middle-class trainees really

4B

b. 2ruio., p. 1s5.
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esperience the meaning of being a lVegro man, without a job, without

':atus and honor, without power to affect onets destiny in our productive

society? The answe.w'as, of course, that they could not. But never-
:::eless Hargraves proposed the attempt to find a group of such persons

-:: an urban ghetto and "to get with them" in their day-to_day, hour_to_
:--'1'lr confrontation with the reality of their situation. It could not be
.=sumed that this tactic, even if it were realizable, could provide more
;:-::r a beginning of the understanding required for one who would speak of
-1::i's Spirit at work through them. This much, at 1east, must be attempted,
: *: tvhere urere such groups to be found ? And how were they to be entered
: ,' a ryhite outsider ?

Hargraves knew that informal groups of such persons exist in
:','ir-r' ghetto. But they are not to be found there in the churches, the

:'--aL agencies, the formal 0rganizations. Rather, they exist as congeries
:i::iends and acquaintances, younger men just beyond the age of street
:::::er, gang societies, who gather in taverns, pool har1s, barber shops

i':*i other hospitable hangouts in the ghetto communities. But who other
:=::he most exceptional person, black or white, from outside the stream

:: :::etto 1ife, could enter these informal groups ? Something else would
'r'!-'-':o be created to reach these persons, but on a ground whereupon both
'r"r=-'- 2nd the middle-c1ass outsiders could realize an identity of interest
r ::: -lterdependency.

The west side organization was intended to provide this agency.
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Its core of identity was to be realized through a commitment on the part
of men from different walks of life, from widely divergent social and
cultural stations within American society. rt was to be a commitment,
first, to one another as human beings, and, second, to certain values,
which they would identify at the outset, and redefine as those values became
enfleshed in the process of sharing experiences.

The general value to be acted out in the formation of wso was
rhat of radical self-determination for the poor, in an organization that
was designed to enable them to speak their own truth and act in their own
interests' This meant a commitment to the development of an indigenous
leadership' and a readiness'to enhance their style of action, their articu-
iation of needs and goals, their definition of the larger social wor,d. The
more particular values encompassed within the general orientation \ryere
expressed in terms of commitment to the needs of individual members,
of adherence to principles of representative government within the organ-
izatioa, and particularly the representation of the ,,grass_roots,, 

indigenous
poor of the community.

The representatives of the urban Training center foresaw arso
certain other ends which they hoped would grow out of the wso experiment.
They hoped that it would become the means by whieh the institutional
church might encounter the living spirit and reali ze thetrue conditions
of its renew'al, as its pastors and eventually its laymen lived out their
commitments to a new. style of ministry. WSO would become, they felt
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certain' an offense to the institutional structures that gave it birth and
slpported it' thus challenging the church to suffer its own destruction in
::s present forms by realizing that the spirit lives and moves today among
:eoples in ways the institutional church has 1earned to despise.

, 
More hopefully yet, Hargraves and others believed that a truly

''digenous organization of the disinherlted would foster a great movement

r: the poor and powerless against the forces of their victimization.

Hargraves understood his vision and method as challenging saul

-=.insky's philosophy of community organi zation. Alinskyrs methods rely
:pon an infusion of large amounts of money and trained organi zational
:=lent into a community, the solidification of existing organizational

=ructures--churches, agencies, volunteer associatiorrs and intensively
;'rected organizational campaigns" wso, in Hargraves, vision, was to
::veal what could be done by beginning anothsy wax. The poor themselves,
:-:d the leaders they themselves would offer up, .w.ouId define the issues and

"rect the action.

' Hargraves was convinced that genuine leaders are present among
:le poor men of the ghetto, the men of the street, and that their normal
:"pacities to exercise leadership, though frustrated by the failure of the

7rblic order to value and reward them for what they are capable of contrib-
::ing' have not been stifled. on the contrary their 1eadership abilities are

=cknowledged within informal groups in ghetto neighborhoods. Hargraves,
"r-:sion was to find those leaders, and to enable them to channel their
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::-er"gies toward improving the lot of their fe1lows, i. e.,
:-csest to them in spirit and circumstance.

Thus in the spring of 1g64 these ideas for an

--=mployed Negro males on Chicago,s west side were
:=cated within the staff of the urban Training center.

organization of

conceived and

The responses of the community residents to the stimuli from the
-:can Training center constituted another aspect of the inception of wso.
' 
=:.dership and resources were given by the urban Training center, and

:-en by the residents themselves, in a context wherein the outsiders were
:-:nmitted to fostering independent, indigenous control by the persons
::'st affected by the problem of Negro male unemployment, the unemployed
:::r themselves" This process is one that we will examine in the actions
;iSo took in response to the various stimuli it encountered in its first

'-=ar- of existence.

Also, the origin of wso roots in the reality of ,,the 
movement, ,,

:r 'yhich is meant the coming together of persons from various sectors
:: -clack community life in America (joining with committed whites in
:any instances) for the purpose of enacting a sense of freedom and right
- ::elation to a multitude of offenses suffered by the members of an

---=erican lower caste.

As suggested before, the content of movement ideol0gy as
..or"essed in WSO is one major concern of this study, as WSO was one
:: the earliest attempts to tap the sensitivities of urban ghetto blacks,

those who were
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the unemployed males, especially the street-wise leadership, for their
understanding of the predieaments and desires of the ghetto poor. Two

years before "Black Power" became a diffuse ideological symbol for a

host of movement causes and groups, WSO leaders articulated clearly a

number of grievances, imperatives, and prerogatives which express the

theme of self-determination for the ghetto people in those areas which

affect their lives directly--particularly in relation to employment, welfare
and police power. It is important to know that these early expressions of

rhe meaning of "Black Power" did not build consciously upon now familiar
attempts to fill that symbol with meaning. \4/so would have been a dif-
ierent sort of organization if, instead of beginning in 1964, it had begun

:ts program in the summer of 1966, when Stokeley Carmichael and others

first penetrated the news media with their theme of ,'Black power",' we
may be able to understand more of the reality of feeling and understanding

nhich the Black power symbol has now caught up, focused, and forever

changed, by studying a group which, two years before the emergence of

rhe Black Power ideology, reached to the lowest level of the Negro, urban

eommunity--the unemployed Negro male--and offered him the chance to

speak, to act and to lead in the directions he wanted to go, Again, this

::mension of the wso experience is examined at 1ength in Chapter vI of

:his study.

Archie Hargraves could claim to know as much about Chicagors

rest side Negro ghetto as any churchman in the city. In 1g51 he and
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several other veterans of the East Harlem protestant parish experiment
in New york city founded the west side christian parish in an area
exactly at the center of wsors present day activities--west Roosevelt
Road and Ashland Avenue. For several years he remained with the parish,
-;ving in the area, and serving as its direetor until 1g56. After that period
:re served as minister of the Nazarene congregational church in Brooklyn,
\ew York' and in 1961 became a staff member of the urban church Depart-

=rent of the united church of christ in New york. His appointment to be
Director of Mission Development for the urban Training Center in 1g64

a-as, in part, an affirmation of his knowledge of the geographical area in
-n-hich the urban Training center was located and wherein it would provide
::s mission training. Hargraves was a nationally known churchman in the
r*-rited Church of christ, a black man himself, a forceful speaker, and a
:cnsultant of Civil Rights orgaaizations.

Hargraves had as his colleagues in the rMSo effort two white
:-ergymen' Robert strom and Donald Keating, whose services w.ere seconded
:o uqban Training center as field staff by the chicago city Missionary
Srciety (a supporting agency of the urban Training center, later called the
Co:nmunity Renewal Society).

Robert strom is a minister of the united church of christ whose
:=periences prior to the founding of wso included pastorates in suburban
3ergen county, New Jersey, a staff position with the denominationrs
-r"tional Board of Homeland Ministries, and a year of work with the Chicago
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J:ry Missionary society. He had no previous experience on chicagors
o-est side.

Don Keating, a minister of the united church of canada, had
rorked for one year, prior to 1g64, devel0ping an experimental ministry
-: :he cragin community, a l0wer middre class white area on the north_
m':st fringe of chicagors inner core" His experience included no previous
;::elto work.

Both rnen w.ere maruied, with five and four children, respectively.
l::ir homes w.ere not in the west side area. Nor is it ever recorded that:.-:.: place of residence was an issue, except when another white man,
:::*ser-f a nonresident, challenged stromrs right to leadership of a ghetto
:::anization on the grounds that he lived in Evanston.

Both Strom and Keating were trained ministers, who, for theo_
-:;:cal and personal reasons, were committed to the discovery of new forms
:f rinistry for the church. They had a high tolerance for innovation in
::-;ie and structure' and a fairly low tolerance of institutionalization in the
::'jv of the church' Because of their importance in the history and develop-
::rt of wso' it is necessary to provide some further description of their
: =:sonal characteristics.

Bob strom was an aggressive, powerful, expressive persofl, who*c.'-ed quickly in response to his feelings and convictions. His readership
::-'-je was public and charismatic, a fact which those outside of ivso, partic-
:-=31y its detractors, have cited as evidence that strom has been the,,real,,
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director of the organization, though he bears the title of Chaplain (formerly,

consultant).1 This judgment is faulty because of two mistakes the critics

have made. First, Strom could be carefully self-controlled when challenges

of leadership internal to \[iso were at stake, Hls public style was the

opposite of a backstage manipulator of events. He put himself on the line

-orcefully and openly. But he always exposed himself thereby to criticlsm

cr his leadership from the staff. He knew his public style of leadership

rould be challenged from within when it was unacceptable. 2 H" enjoyed a

:egree of acceptance, rare for an "outsider, " such that he could be ,,cussed

::i'' openly and decisively by other staff leaders. There have always been

s:aff tensions within wso, and stromrs leadership was a factor in some

:: rhese tensions. But one sensed the testing of competitlve strengths in

-i-3se encounters, and not fratracidal conflicts due to the threatened

:::ninance of one personality, strom" More important was the fact that

-:-: challenge of wresting leadershlp from Strom at certain crucial occasions,

-:s:ead of merely following him, was a valuable experience for the

- --::genous leaders themselves"

Keating \Mas a more deliberate and organized type" His year-Iong

:'=,cr"d of wso events, upon which the first part of this document is

:==-,--1y dependent, is testimony to habits of acute observation and disciplined

-'=:::ding. Keating was less inclined to offer direction to WSO staff than

'&ig., p. 135. zrnfrr., pp. 151-52.
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Strom, and certainly unwilling to proceed in areas where he did not feel

the indigenous cadre was already committed. His ,'Log'1 reveals at least

one occasion when he sided with persons on a decision which he felt was

aot right, in order to lend his support to the leadership that was on trial
in the dispute. l Keating pressed for the role of a reflector, rather than

that of a shaper of events within \4iSO. In June of 1g65 he returned to Cragin.

The Reverend Kilmer Myers (now protestant Episcopal Bishop of
galifornia) and the Reverend Donald Benedict were important figures behind

the scenes in the early days of WSO. Myers was the first Director of the

Ijrban Training Center, having served in slum parish missions in New york

city for several years. He was in full accord with Hargraves' experiment

rith an orgaaization of unemployed, men, and succeeded in winning the

friendship of several early leaders in WSO. Benedict was on leave of

absence during the first year of wso's existence, but initiated the decisions

rhich freed strom and Keating to work in the project. Furthermore, he

followed developments very closely and was instrumental in involving

Chicago City Missionary Society board members in direct contact with \MSO

leaders at the time of the centennial Laundry crisis. He remains a strong

supporter and ally of the organization to this day.

The names of several other Urban Training Center persons appear

in the early records of wso. some of these were students, the first to be

lKeating, 
"Log, " pp. 662-63.
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:.ssigned to the project by Urban Training Center. One in particular,
clayton Hewett, an Episcopal priest, had been active in the expl0sivechester' Pennsylvania demonstrations in the year before coming to urbanTrarning Center. He, along with Lee Webb, a consultant to the Urbanr.aining center project from a chicago activist organization called Jobsc. rncome Now (JorN)' were important strategists on direct action tech-:r:ques, against whom the indigenous leaders tested their own ideas.

The financial commitment of urban Training center to wso in the:ar1y months was confined to the salaries of the consultants and the stipends':: students assigned to the organ izationfor training. soon it became obvious-l^^r :---rrdL 1r oroer to have an organization, an indigenous staff would have to be*.upported by outside funds until other resources, hopefully within the com_
=unity' could be found' Nine thousand dollars was devoted to this purpose,-:d to the rental of a separate headquarters for W.SO, by the Urban Trainingcenter' This amount carried the organ izationonly until the beginning of-'365' A small amount of additional support was received from the chicagocity Missionary society, which was expended in tr ebruary of 1965. At thispoint the cadre staff members went off salaries for several weeks, untilrew funds urere found, which carne in the form of a renewable grant from:he Stearns Family Foundation"

The role of outsiders in the organ ization, the Urban Training
center consultants, was declared to be that of participants supporting theefforts of the unemployed in tackring their problems of finding meaningful
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employment. At the first meeting of men contacted on the streets, Keating
expressed this strategy:

we all 1oathe the idea of our coming here to run an organi zationfor fuII employment. we are here io s"" if we can support you inorganizing to do something about jobs. And we ,"" u"gioning inthis way--trying to come to where you are and lettine -6r, commit_ment to each other determine where \rre go from rr"""". i

The organizational effort with WSO began with a one-to-one style

or recruitment" Mrs. Florence Scala, who is a resident of the small

I;alian-American community on the near west side, and who is recognized

3s a community leader stemming from the battle she waged, and 1ost, against
-ie removal of homes in this neighborhood to make room for the new univer-
sity campus, I&as asked by Hargraves and Chris Gamwell, pastor of a store-
:ront chur:ch on west Roosevelt Road, to contact some of the unemployed

:ersons she knew and to invite them to a meeting. The gathering took place

at Gamwell's church, HoIy Trinity (a smaIl congregation of the west Side

christian Parish), on June 26, Lg64, at B:00 p. m. Three men showed up

=:rd met with Strom, Keating, Hargraves, Carl Siegenthaler (from the UTC

sta-ff), and a committee of women from the scala group. From Keating,s

Log" the following description of the first meeting has been recalled.

I{argraves first stated their reasons for gathering as follows:

brg. , p. 2oB"
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Those ministers who w.ere present with him, he said, were offeringto join with unemployed men in an effort to be directed by the loca1men themselves, to face together the problems of no jobs, no income.He offered severar suggestions for their consideration as to how theymight begin. Perhaps they could organize rent strikes in a slumbuilding, withholding the rent money from the 1andlord, and withthat money hire the unemployed *"L to fix up the building. Anothertactic might be to start a small business, using the skills of themen present. The men could help one anotherlnd others as wellto develop some new skills. or igain, they might consider formingan organi_zation of unemployed persons, uuiio iito about I00 mem-bers, and work together within it to trv and find jobs for some oftheir own people at least. L "

The men responded to Hargraves' invitation to te1l of some of the
drfficulties they were facing in looking for, or keeping, good employment"

one man had recently rost a steady job when his boss moved toTennessee' The second could not-aiford to commute to a suburb,where the firm he had worked for had transfe*ed. The last manhad undertaken training with the Manpower Training DevelopmentProgram, but had not been given a 3on when he finished. Thesethree told of others who had been hired, required to pay unioninitiation fees, then fired just before their qualifying period ended,at which time the union could have protected their jo-b;. The groupdispersed with an agreement to .rr""t again. -

Three days 1ater Blutcher Bryant, one of the local men at the
jnitial meeting, went with Keating to a pool hall and found there a licensed

barber, chester Robinson, who was out of work" He had been recommended

by chris Gamwell as a potentiar leader for an organization of local men,

The three talked, and Robinson suggested the tactic of organizing the

unemployed in the community to protest against a 1ocal business, on grounds

of discrimination in hiring, as had been done once before in that community

'*ig., pp. 199-zoo. Ztuia., p. 2oo.
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against the A & P grocery store. He indicated that Centennial Laundry,

a large firm which employed many Negroes in menial tasks inside the

pIant, might be a good target.

Another meeting at Holy Trinity Church a few days later brought

John Crawford into the group, with a long and frustrating story of his

personal difficulties with the Manpower Development Training Program

and the Department of Public Welfare. Four of the first five persons thus

contacted formed the initial cadre group. Two of these men, Nelson

S:eward and Bryant, did not remain in leadership beyond the first year.

3ut Robinson and Crawford are sti1l cadremen. Some introduction to

:hese, and to some others who joined the cadre in the first months, is now

'- order,

Blutcher Bryant was the first loca1 man to come into the group

=rd "stick. " rn some ways he was the least typical of the core group that

::ovides the image for wso. His tenure was less than a year and his

*=:ving coincided with the "new phase" of wSo activity in the welfare

'r's11. He is described by lGating as follows:

. 'ta11 and slender and in his thirties," 'trim and efficient, "
a man who had held some good jobs. Bryant was skilled in carpentry
and as an electrician. He had lived in the area all his life. His
employer had left the community at the time of WSO's founding and
Bryant was without regular employment. He was a member of one
of the west side christian parish organizations, presbyterian
Community Church, and was a faithful servant within an alcoholics
anonymous group. rn lMSo he was first elected Chairman , , . and
later Chairman of Staff, when Chester lRobinson] became Director
of Staff. . WSO has been dubbed the "riff raff, of the community,
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as over against the more "responsible" elements. Blutcher reallycomes from the ratter elemeni,";;; been important in wso asa sign that we did not r
#lil ; " i s p1e a s a"* .Jo;;ff }l,: I:il"" """':f; :H i jf," ; :fng ".

rn Keating's annals Bryant appears as a good "inside,, man,
:omplementing Robinson, who won his authority as a ,,streets,, 

organizer.
3i;-ant was sk,lful in leading meetings up to that point at which, in a
:liccessful 0rganization, someone would assume the responsibility of
=ssigning specific tasks and see that they were carried forward. He seemed
:o shrink from this role, and he was unable therefore to assume account-
=cility for the performance of the staff when challenged. Intra-staff rancor
5:oke out frequently over r,vho was not fulfilling assignments, or who was
:o blame when an idea failed to get off the ground. As chairman of wso
:: rvas assumed that he would take the lead. when he did not, the position
oi Director of Staff w.as created for Robinson. When Bryant finally resigned
j:om the staff, ostensibry over a question of bookkeeping, Robinson became
-Jirector of WSO.

Bryant was at his best in the role of spokesman for wso in its
nublic engagements with centennial Laundry representatives, chicago
city Missionary society board people, tr'air Employment practices com_
:rission, the Chicago Council on Human Relations staff, etc. He never
:ailed to contradict the assumption, made immediately by various persons,

t*tg., p" ii.
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:hat Strom andlor Keating were the real parties to be
dealings with WSO. He was present and participated
parlays in which the WSO image was established.I

reckoned with in

in all of the early

Chester Robinson was a natural leader whose style is not easy
:o comprehend nor describe according to familiar prototypes. He was
='is late thirties, heavy set, of average height. He was a licensed
barber but was not working at the time i4/SO began. He grew up in the
:eighborhood where he continued to live with his mother, until he married
., 19G7. He had a record for narcotics violations, which he acknowledged
openly' He had a warm and engaging manner that did not depend upon
t:etense, of either the blustery or self_effacing type. He admitted to
seing stubborn and cantankerous when he felt that way, and not at a1l
possessed of the graces of the middle class, a supposed deficiency which
he obviously ca*ied lightly' An example, taken from one of Robinsonf s
loag' ramblingr B.nd often hilarious speeches before wso,s community
neeting, reveals these traits:

r don't know what to say, Folks been talking about us like dogs. . .r was reading in the p*p", that said *u-r"" violent and unstable.Ir11 go along with thai last word. f am unstable. gut they alwayscriticize people when people st;"ri. 
"r;;in' on their t;;"" * tittle.You step on a man's toesLnd he wants ro?noct you down. That,sa reaction. you never get a reaction like that from middle class

,':ifi;u ffi?, ?:H:dlt"l'= ".,,;;' 
-*,0 

i,,,os" rL. *,"t.* r,-
people do. so it don,t oan"Xir1":2't 

do the same things other

tI&., p. 103. Zlnf*r. , p..26s.
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Robinson had a gift for felicitous expression which was a marvel
of pungency, appropriateness and unfailing good humor" In a community
meeting he did not preach or harrangue; his style and repartee were closer
to that of his friend, Dick Gregory, and other socially-conscious Negro
comedians. Again, an example drawn from a speech at the time of the
King-led marches which were threatening to chalrenge even the solid racist
community of Cicero:

Now to every Negro in here, they could say, ',Now. you go on outin cicero,right now', move in, roo p"y twenty-five dollars a monthfor rent. l' t?l would go on trome to your fV, sit down, and smokea cigarette" 'Cause you ainrt-about tL go out there. " . e Now theysay when they get all 0f this lthe open;ousing agreement], theygoing to open up ail. of the city. Now r donrt see no doors on thecity nowhere. I don't know what they mean by opening up the city.- . . The point is they is misusip' us in our own ghetto, right here.Letf s fix things right here first.l 
- - ---

Robinson did not lose his reserve in public, probably reflecting
a deep:seated instinct against being taken in by someone who can manipulate
others easily" His close friends were those he had kept for ,ong years.
critics described his style as that of a ward politieian, if not a petty
political boss- More sympathetic interpreters saw him adapting and
eraborating a style of leadership and communication learned in the streets.

As Director, most of his working time was spent at his head_
quartersr desk' He kept in touch with affairs in the neighborhood by means
of a constant stream of acquaintances and informants who were in and out
of the office. He came to use the wednesday night community meetings

llrrf".., pp. h6S-ZL.
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:o sound his own opinions and beliefs, not expecting to be questioned or
challenged in that forum.

A combination of openness, disarming frankness, and yet
protectiveness, sometimes to the point of rigidity, made it difficult to
understand the real nature and depth of Robinson,s commitments, which
Fere those that he was convinced had borne the test of time. Genuine
:e.f-sacrifice, for instance, he understood to be a very rare article,
'rhich cannot be demonstrated in the short run. If he was suspicious of
Eood will and good intentions, of lofty ideals and offerings of assistance,
-: lvas because he suspected they cl0thed a desire to control those to
a-hom aid was being extended. or, he suspected that the benefaetor
:arbored a desire to be honored as a seuless humanitarian and courageous
::ehter for the ',underprivileged. " At best such offers were made, he
:ontended, by those who can well afford to appear generous. Meanwhile,
:o Robinson it was the long_term commitment that tel1s, and not the
:articular ideology expressed. The goals that he stood for were the
::ead and butter realities of daily life in the ghetto. The scope of his
:oncern was localized ('tvobody is gonna get me off this corner,,).

Robinson w.as an "organization man,, in style. As such, his
:esponses and actions were almost the opposite of those of a ,,movement,,

=an, at least as imaged in the visions of a ,'movement 
among the poor, ,,

m-hieh have been part of the ideology of much of the freedom movement.
-lobinson said again and again that, though he was not a violent man,
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:e had not committed himself ahead of time to courses of aetion that
;rould be dictated by ,,philosophies. ,, Robinson helped to define the char_
=cter and style of wso by standing against cu*ents in the movement which

;* ould have pu,led ,t/so away from its local and practical involvements.
le refused the suggestion of the 10ca1 coRE leaders, in one of the early
,fSO consultations with that organization, that \4/SO join them in an act
:: civil disobedience intended to confront the high city officials downtown
a-::h their dilemma of unemployment. 1 

CORE proposed cleaning up a
:-irbish-fi11ed 10t with a team of unempl0yed men, then taking the rubbish
:c City HaIl and dumping it on the steps. Robinson declined, saying that
-ere was no use in breaking a good law (against littering) to demonstrate
::eir problem- Furthermore, the persons responsible for the condition
:: :hat lot were the loca1 ward officials, not the Mayor. Robinson (with
:tT ers concurring) refused the offer of ACT (an early black militant
::sanization) to add the threat of violent reprisal to the picketing action
r':ainst centennial Laundry, should the laundry management or the police
::ovoke a confrontation.2 H" refused the suggestions of Lee webb, and
:rher friendly strategists, to turn the centennial Laundry protest into a
:=st-case against all discriminatory hiring practices and inhuman working
:onditions within the chicago laundry industry, insisting that the people
:: his community were not interested in these larger issues, but in the

lKeating, ,,Log,,, p. 2ly. '-*r"". , pp. 124-26.
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question of whether one powerful business in the community could be

broken open and forced to hire Negroes in the higher status, and financially
rewarding,positions.l He refused to bring wso into full particlpation in
the Coordinating Couneil of Community Organizations, which was the chief
organizational expression of the movement in chicago, later the umbrella
organization for Dr. Kingrs Chicago campaign, because, Robinson said,
he distrusted the middle-c1ass leadershi.p of ccco, believing they courd
not possibly represent the essential concerns of the poor, ghetto residents.2
Thus' in August of 1966, Robinson and wso were not acting inconsistently
rvhen they refused to acknowledge that anything of substance had been

achieved through the "summit Agreement', between chicago real estate
forces and the leng-led "chicago Freedom Movement.,, If nothing had

been gained for the poor in these housing agreements, then the threat of
the poor to "march into Cicero" (Chicagors most notorious, racially hostile
suburb) had not been answered, and WSO was sti11 committed to march.

Thus did Robinson and WSO gain headline attention (and calumny) on

August 27, lgGG, the day after Iting agreed "to suspend" aI1 further
marches into white neighborhoods.

But Robinson, and IMSOr rr€r€ not to regard their commitment
to march as ircevocable either, though they had been joined immediately
by several other Negro militant organizations in their apparent break

'fnfra., pp. 110-11. 2rrrf.*., p. zlg.
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with the center of the movement. Agreements that were satisfactory to
wso, and ostensibly to the poor represented by the organ ization, were
:nade with King and his people a few days 1ater. The vague wording in
:he original summit Agreement was spelled out in terms important to
;relfare families, residents of Housing Authority high rises, the elderIy,
=:c' wso did not march sunday, september 4, although representatives
::om sNcc' coRE and Acr went into cicero and encountered the expected
:ostility and violence.

rn the spring of 1g66, Robinson and wso identified with the
::,se of striking case workers in the Department of public Aid, who were
:: strike to gain recognition of their rndependent case w-orkers union as
:" rargaining agent. 'wso picketed faithfully and won several supporters
:*oDg the case workers themselves, w.ho thereafter were on the lookout
::: wso welfare union workers and members who came into the welfare
:a:ces with grievances, But in the spring of 1g67, the situation had
:,:::ied dramatically. The Independent Union, under new leadership,
ur=s again on strike, this time over contract matters, But the Department
:r P-rblic Aid was also under new leadership. Mr. wilriam Robinson, an
:': iriend and advisor of wso, had been named Director of public Aid
-:: cook county. Robinson spoke publicly against the strike, and wso
r"::sha1led its werfare union members to aid the welfare authorities in
a;.--nistering the offices.

Not all of these w.ere Robinsonrs unilateral actions, but his style
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and goals were visible in each case. He acted to insure that the outcome
of any struggle enhanced the werfare of !r/so and its followers. He saw
his interests and those of the community as tied up with wso. He helped
to create and to nurture an organizationin the ghetto where none existed
before, and involved many poor persons in it, most of whom have belonged
to no other formal associations. In the public mind, Robinson and WSO
have become identified, though this is by no means true in \MSo itself.

John Crawford was the youngest of the core of leaders, and the
one most often given the assignment of meeting outsiders and presenting
wso to them. He was a large, powerfully buiIt, young man in his twenties,
genuinely open and affable, hard working and reliable" He was moved
by deep religious feelings that gave a quarity of ,,soul,, to his public
addresses in the community meeting. John was a preacher, though
unordained and probably disinclined to aeknowledge the role. His ,,sermor.s, ,,

always spontaneous and about sixty minutes long, w.ere remarkable for the
ray scriptural imagery was related to the situations ghetto people .were

t-acing. One did not sense that analogies u/ere forced, but rather that a
text' with its scriptural foundatioo: w&s used in such a way as to transcend
its rural and pietistic contexts. The following long quotation is offered as
an example of Crawfordts oratory at its besto It was based on a ,,text,,

mitten on a blackboard in the front of WSO headquarters, which read,'When 
the sho-nuff ro11 is called, will your name be on the ,ist?,,
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why, during the riots, w.ere. all kinds of people eoming to wso whohadnrt been here before__priests, ministersthe youth and the peopte "i;" communit.y? 
,*i?TJ"ffr.f#,r:rff

some chureh or other instead ?. iil,;;# is there is a siirit hereat wso' a spirit or unity, a-spirrt trrrt Jor"n't ludge you blcruse
rTJffiL lH"ffiX3:::'"1?ff.1ooks upon . L'l,r,u, *r,o i" in nao shape
srace or God ;;;, ;"; ""ii:ii;#;!ffH,fi_ ff::f#jT ;:i""'heart to communicate *itf, tfru lost broth;"1;" call you to respon_sibility, a spirit that goes-tirro,rgl, all kinds of changes in order tocommunicate with the broth"" whosu ,r.*. rr."n,t been ca1led yet,to make sure that your rr**J-i" on the 

""r" ,rrr"n it is calred.
To have a right to the tree of life, you must have responsibility.There must be communieation and understanJing. The names,like John crawford, *,r"t-uu changed i*r. ,r""rr, The word mustbeeome flesh. Th.en ,1; ,"*1e -wi,l.be moving. It won,t be theNegroes moving, it will b" ;;; people moving. lApplause]

God is on the move" I believe that if you make one step, God isgoing to make two. If GoJ;;;" the move thenwe want to go, because this is God's *o"ior^"J#""#flrxxlx"a.,
A3:31""r,f":""o1e say C"iJ".o""d b;;;"u Ir,uy.is dead. lipplauseJphysically. e vrays of being dead--mentariy, spiritually, and

As Rev. Bevel said, r believe that I am Godrs so:, and that r belongeverywhere that God is at ho;;. yhul irr" p"lOigal son was 10stin corruption he didn't 
";;;;;"r- that rr. *r" ih. 

"o' of his fatherand had a home yh:"" rr.-u"i"rrg."o. Brt wi."i h" "r*" to himself,he remembered and went to rrl"'r"the" anJ *-r"'r"i"omed with openarms. When we know we are coo," 
"orr", #lir.o* that our homeis wherever God is, a,rri CoJIJ 

",ru**here. So tre is in Gage park,and even in Cicero. Where God is, i;;il;;, Irrd,,""n go, As Jesussaid, "rn my Fatherr" h.;;;;;_many -.rrJiorr". And some ofthose mansions may be- i" G;;; park. a" ".i"-.r God we have theresponsibility to rnove becauJe God is on the move.I
wso on wednesday nights could seem to be a

rith its spirit of joy and hilarity, mingled with

new kind of church,

the people,s expressions

_ 
West Side Organization

i96 6.

1_John Crawford, a speech delivered atCommunity Meeting, crri"*gfiiir., August 10,
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of their hardship and near despondency. There w.ere always a few
present who were "fl0ating high, " but they were accepted without resent_
ment, and sometimes with good humor. rt was crawford who interpreted
the spirit of commitment and hope in wso as creating a religious commu-
nrty of a new kind for his people. To be sure, the last thing that crawford
or any of the others wanted to have was another store-front church in wso,
which may have been one reason for the appear in his presentation; that is,
he was not a preacher on the make for a congregation to support him and
build his image in the community.

Crawford was at his best, however, in meeting with welfare
clients and attending to their grievances. He was the soul of courtesy
and understanding, a good listener;: &Rd responsive to others. As one
ADC mother said, "John always treats us with respect.,, He was probably
more unsure of himself in situations of tension and anger. He deplored
the strife and bickering that sometimes invaded staff meetings, and the
day-to-day life at headquarters" He liked things to be smooth and har-
monious with everybody busy.

William Darden was pensive and deliberate. He entered WSO in
the fall of 1964 with a request for help in having his dishonorabre discharge
from the army reviewedr oo the grounds that his accusor was a white,
Alabama non-com with whom he had had a racially inspired altercation.
He was convicted of insubordination. He, like crawford, had a high school
dip10ma. He gave evidence through independent reading of strong
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intellectual interests' His leadership was acknowledged with his being
ramed Director of the welfare union. He gained a reputation for being
iearless in pursuing the claims of welfare recipients until they received
rhat was due them from the Department of public Welfare. Though not
a charismatic public speaker, he communicated extremely well with a
sma1l group because of his intensity and obvious dedication. He was
small and wiry' but relished a confrontation wherein he courd show his
:rettle. Among friends he was warm and responsive; with strangers he
affected a cool distance that suggested one vras being tried in the balance
and found wanting' He directed his attention and charm where he deter-
-nined' and he evinced a sincerity that \&as very persuasive, He was
respected by the men and women of WSO, young and oId alike. He was
:n his l0wer thirties, a family man, with capacities of leadership that
eould enlarge his role in the years to come.

Bill clark became interested in wso in the early days of the
centennial dispute. From the beginning, urso suited his style more than
aay other organization he had ever encountered. Moreover it had interests
arld goals that struck a responsive chord. He was expansive and flarn_
coyant, with a reputation for physical prowess and an uncertain temper
:hat no one was anxious to test' He was tall, handsome, gregtrrious,
expressiv€: g€o€rous and unpredictable" Again, his commitments were
:ot the kind that were evident on the surface, but came through in sur_
prising ways, usually at some crisis point for WSO. He did a three
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aonth jail term in 1966 for striking a policeman during a battle that
occu*ed at wso in April of rg6i. The police had come, ostensibly to
quiet a noisy crowd of teenagers at a wso dance. The shoving started--
:rcited by the police, as WSo later reported it in person to chicago
pouce chief, o. w. wilson--and clark ,,intervened,,to 

stop the beating
of one boy' clark's troubles with the law w'ere long-standing and serious
eoough that he had to be careful.

clark handred welfare union work in East Garfield park. He
ras another example of high potential leadership that had been attracted
:o wso' though possibly the organization did not find the way to maximize
::.s particular contribution.

There were several other wso core people whose participation
c'as continuous for a year or more, but who had not been put on staff
sal'aries" In some w'ays, their commitments were a1l the more remarkable
since they gave faithful service when they were not emp,0yed, or .when

-Jtey had to carry work outside of .WSO, 
though their real ,,vocation,, 

was
rith the oxganization- For now, they can be noted briefly: Earskin
Jones, a charter member and long time friend of Robinson,s, an inval-
uable contact with the streets, ano tate" advertising salesman for the
lvest side Torch; Jimmy Halsell, once chairman of the community council,
iater secretary of the Board of Directors, steadily emp10yed, but very
much committed to wso; curtis Beard, unempl0yed for over a year,
keenly interested in the weuare union work; Gene Ha*is, a cab driver
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"rho 
10st his job when he went to Mississippi with Bill Darden during the

;oter registration march of 1g66, a fiery organizer and obviously devoted
:o the organization, Ha*is stayed with \rrso for over a year while his
;i-ife worked for the family ineome! Ralph Henry, an early participant
:: wso activities, a contact man with civil rights and other movement
:roups in the city.

Sources

\MSo has had its early history recorded and interpreted in three
s:bstantial documents which are fundamental to the procedure undertaken
- this study, The first is Keating,s ,,Log,,,, 

a meticulously recorded
-:i.nal of the first several months of wso actlvity. Its value is inesti-
*ab1e for a study of this kind because it contains extensive, verbatum
":counts of the decision making process which .was so much a part of
;[SO life in the early days. The ',Log,, is, of course, the work of a white
-ar attempting to relate to an indigenous black cadre of men. Keating,s
:e:spectives upon what happened are not precisely those of the black
-;adership of WSO in every instance. Nevertheless, Keating was a keen
r-c disciplined observer who regarded the writing of the ,,Log,,as 

a
T:jor responsibility of his assignment with wso. His writing provides
::ai objectification of events in relation to which the black cadre has been

":-e to offer its own, sometimes different interpretation of what happened
i:c why" Keating was a sympathetic advocate-interpreter of the wso
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e>(periment, whose commitments were to enable the WSO leadership style

to emerge in the essential human process of self-determination.

The second document is a study of WSO published by a political

scientist, a young, black scholar, William W. Ellis, 1uho, at the time of

his writingr was a faculty member at Northwestern University.l E1lis

served as a member, consultant and enthusiastic advocate of VtrSO. His

field work for the book was done at the same time as my own, beginning

in the summer of 1966. His book was written as an interpretation for the

general, eoncerned, reading public of the significance of wso as a new

realization of leadership in the urban context" Ellis was much more

successful than I in gaining intimate association with the leadership of

WSO and in recording the details of their life histories. In this respect,

particularly, I am much indebted to his work. My own studies of the

persons involved concentrate upon the visible and public styles of action,

and the resources of character and intelligence which are expressed therein.
FII'li5r friendship and long probing conversations with the wSO leadership

produced interpretive insights which I hope are eomplementary to my orffn.

Final1y, the third document is my own field study of the west

Side organization.2 Mlch of the material which follows is rewritten from

this field study, in a more compressed form which is intended to serve my

1811i", white Ethies.

2--Bernard o. Brown, "The west side organization: lg64-67,,,
chicago, urban Training center Library, 1967, ivri*"ographed. )
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interpretive purpose as outlined above.

Thus the data consists of documents by persons who were all,
ln one way or another, participants in, and advocates of the process we
trere attempting to describe. Neither Keating, Ellis nor f have attempted
to give a truly comprehensive account of this organization and the events
through which it has passed. rt is, of course, a moot question as to what
comprehensiveness in a matter such as this would entail. presumably
someone might be able to sift through all of what might be ca1led the ,,public
facts" regarding wso, consulting all of the documents and references to
wso in the public press, interviewing all of the significant parties outside
of wso itself whose experiences have touched those of the wso community
in action, e . g. , the police officials, the business and community leaders
of the near west side, the church agency offieials, the high management
people in the business and utility corporations who serve on the various
boards which have been interested in wso, the loeal politicians, the other
civil rights leaders, the officials and empl0yees of the Department of
Public lverfare, etc. , one might also have attempted to engage in system_
atic survey research among the various sectors of the population surround-
ing wso, includi'ng samples of people in the public housing projects,
smalr home owners and renters, small business people, the community,s
established church leaders, the youth gangs, etc.

There are several comments to be made regarding the feasibiuty
and the value of such procedures in this instance. First, the time and
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money available to undertake a comprehensive study of the dimensions
suggested above were clearly inadequate, As a lone researcher, f was
provided with a salary and some expenses for nine months in which to
engage in the field study and to prepare the report. This project was
undertaken for the purpose of providing data for this dissertation, but
also to make available a written history of wso for the files of the urban
Training center and the chicago city Missionary society.

second, the ava,ability of suitable persons and methods
out extensive survey research operations in w.sors community is
of substantia! magnitude, given the kind of concerns and attitudes
might try to elicit from a community of people already hostile to

to carry

a question

one

outsiders.
Even so, there were sorne modest attempts in this direction.

But apart from feasibility, the question of the real value of such
a comprehensive approach is relevant to consider. what might have been
learned through such an effort at comprehensibility ? First of all, the
impact of wso upon various constituencies or institutions in the city has
been scarcely of a magnitude to be measurable by any gross indicators
of influence or power' wso is, and has been, a group consisting of a
few concentric circles. At the center is a smalr circle of cadremen,
numbering no more than a dozen or so at any one time, who form the
chief subjects of this study. Another eircle eonsists of wso 10ya,ists
within the community, consisting of perhaps 100, persons at the most, who
regularly keep in close touch with wso by attending its meetings and
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social events, and by volunteering for its actions. Beyond this circle is
a much larger circle of west siders who are aware of WSOIs presence,

-,rho have been touched in some way by its activities, who read its news_

paper and know the names of its leaders, but who remain largely unin-
-'-olved in its 1ife. Among these persons are literally hundreds of welfare
'-others and children who have come to WSO for aid in pursuing welfare

:omplaints with the Department of public Aid. Final1y there is a very

--:'rge outer ring of people from the police, the churches, the educational
-:stitutions, the city agencies, the county weuare bureaucracy, the public

-edia, and various political and social organizations, all of whom have

:'een in contact with WSo and who have come to WSo for information and

"-:erpretation of what is happening in the elemental ghetto, etc. The kind

r information one might have obtained from these various populations

:r persons might have provided very rough indications of the extent of

'*sors total impact. But our interest has been focused on the core group

-: -:s experiences of encounter with various sectors of the urban community.

The real objective of this study is to learn whether this novel

a:::rrpt to enable a form of leadership and organization to emerge from

o-o'ng the street constituency of the near west side has resulted in a
rr:inct realization of identity within and perception of the social world

-rm rru-ch they live. we must probe, therefore, for the indicators of

r€aning that represent creations of a social consciousness that owes its
r+*:-g to the existence and activities of the west side organization.
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The material which follows recounts how a group of black men
::om the ghetto streets used the altogether modest resources of power.

::ar were initially placed in their hands, pourer which they developed and

=roanded in various directions. These resources urere initially the com-
:-'rment of staff assistance and small financial support by two related
:hurch agencies to foster an organi zation dedicated to radical self-
:erermination for the poor. This commitment entailed a readiness to

=:cept the style of leadership which the ghetto men themselves created,
:o encourage their articulations of needs and goaIs, and to implement

-':rategies based upon their perceptions of social reality,
To this organization the men brought their olvn resources of

-:adership learned in the streets, obtained through lifetimes of confronting
;'ersonal and social problems from positions of relative powerlessness.
l:rey contributed their essential perspective upon the celebrated problems
:r: the unempl0yed Negro rnale, of his family and dependents, caught
;r-ithin a cycle of victimization. Moreover, they brought into the organ_

-zation the spirit of rejuvenated American blacks, participating in a

=ovement which w-as, in the years 1964_66, just beginning to identify
:rd to express the resources of B1ack power.

The account shows to what uses these resources were put, how

"he responses to initiatlve on the part of black poor people were handled
-;rithin the organization, how the group set about to establish its
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representative leadership role within the community, and how this role
was challenged and acknowledged. The interpretation expresses gome-

tLi.g of what this representative leadership style consists, what its
possibilities and what its limitations may be.

The west side organization was created explicitly to a11ow an
organization to form, a program and leadership to develop, in the stylg
of the people who are the poorest residents of a west side ghetto, Kenneth
Burke defines the essence of style as ',ingratiation, ,' the ,, , . , attempt
to gain favor by the hypnotic or suggestive process of ,saying the right
thing' "'1 \^/so was intended to become a representative organization, a
community power, by means of saying and doing the ,,right thing,, on
behalf of the desperately poor of their neighborhood. It is quite accurate
to say that wso's strategy for gaining representative authority and
legitimation was that of ,'ingratiation. ,'

The alienation of black, poor people from the processes by which
status and honor are accorded within urban society is the subjective aspeet,
or experiential dimension, of the reality of powerlessness in society,
Without ar"guing, for the moment, whether alienation is the cause or
consequence of powerlessness, it cannot be denied that much of the
existential meaning in the rnovement of black America is, to use an

1Burke, permanence p. 50.
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-::sightful 0bservation of Aran Anderson, a "war against obscurity, ,,1

= painful struggle to be accorded acknowledgement in onef s being, as.:ainst being,,invisible', among the poor and inferior masses of ,,the

::.ored population. rt

The wso story is significant as an instance of a group of persons
:::ing consciously as ,trepresentative,, 

of a people ,,who 
are just like us ,r

ir-1o are "io th" same shape as we are. ,, Actually, WSO had no other
r:eans at hand for building its constituency and gaining bargaining powerj:: the people than that of ,'saying 

the right thing, ,, and sa.ving it most
:::en by doing the thing which would be recognized as in the interest of:j:ose it considered to be the "real" people of the ghetto. The real

::::anciar or political capital with which \^iso began was incredibly small.r'orfung could happen unless in some way the group could gain and feel
=e support of the people to whom it appealed. The story reveals, f:eiieve, the nature and extent of thatsupport in wso,s community. rt-ever became the massive manifestation of ,,rnovement,, 

that its founders
-d leaders hoped it would. yet, there is sound evidence that wso
achieved a type of legitimation which was, for a time, unique among
olack bommunity groups" wsors impact upon sectors of the city, partic_-tiarly the public medja, the welfare systern, the police, and certain

=roups within the business and ecclesiastical co_ 
vv-vua@DLruar community, was greater

lAluo 
Anderson, private conversation in Ju1y, 1966.
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:han perhaps anyone would have predicted who knew only wso's financial
u;:,' organizational limitations.

This analysis probes the record of wso to discover those

=ctions which would seem to have representational significance for wsors
constituency" we are looking for what was said and done in the style of
:he people being represented, for what we can recognize as ,,symbolic

actions, on the part of wso leadership and its fo,l0wing"

Kenneth Burke suggests that symbolic actions are those which a

-rerson or a people have invested with an evaluative significance which is
:isproportionate to the instrumental significance of the action itself.
That is to say, if a man climbs a mountain in the process of reaching a
:estination on the other side simply because the way over is the shortest
a-rd quickest route, the action of scaling the heights has no significance
-:r itself, although, as part of a personal determination to reach his
:estination in the shortest time, climbing the mountain may reveal some_
::ring of the industriousness, or compulsiveness, of the climber.

I am interested particularly, therefore, in those portions of
:he wso story which may reveal, in actions of symbolic significance,
s.process of identifying and then giving shape to the attitudes of a people
:oward social reality. r am not suggesting that these attitudes \^rere
reretofore unknown or unacknowledged in the literature of Negro America,
:or surely within the black community itself. Instead, I am suggesting
:hat it is important to observe carefully how these perspectives and
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i::-:udes have been articulated within a situation where a group has entered:-:= -:"'rblic sphere deliberatery, in some kind of organizational form, and-: :ornpetition for power and public notice with forces in the urban societyili:::'i1 have not been obliged before to take account of the black poor and:":_=-:- sense of right.

wso is aa early instance of brack identity exerting itself in'f':::::o organizationar form in confrontation with a service industry, the:'*r-'c media' the church structures, the police and the courts, the welfare:)-ryarlcracy' and the rest of the civil Rights Movement. rt affords an:r;f,rtunity, therefore, to study what we have called the process of-:.,:_ogical formation. Following Chfford Geertz, the concept of ideology--: :sed to refer to those ,schernatic 
images of the social order,, which::f create and share, and by which they become political beings.lr:--owing Geertz and Kenneth Burker w.€ can 100k for the ingredients of':::10gical construction in those situations to which imaginative answers:,.:-.-e been proposed to questions or challenges, particularly those affecting; -'ense of right, purpose, iustice, or destiny, ,,critical 

and imaginative

::"-.^-^:-',t"*",.s 
to questions posed by the situation in which they arise.,rru;r d.I-ISe ori-e-;'are not mu"ely answers, but strategic answers, stylized ,rrs\.u""" ,,2

lceertz, ,,Ideology 
as a Cultural System, ,, p. 68.2_-Renneth Burke, The I

#.,"*ilH,til'"o, "Ideology, " p. Zl. university pGs, EIj),
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Ideological symbols name a reality, its structure and its outstanding
:ngredients, in such a way as to incorporate an attitude toward it.
'[sors story occurs in a time and in circumstances wherein the question
oi how a people regard their own situation in society is of the first
:::rportance, particularly as they seize initiative in acting on behau of
:heir own interests. Geertz has written, ,,ft is when neither the most
seneral cultural 0rientations of a society nor the most down-to_earth,
'pragmatic' ones suffice any l0nger to provide an adequate image of
political process that ideol0gies begin to become crucial as sources of
sociopolitical meanings and attitudes.',1 It would seem that WSO could
::'ovide a fruitful source of insight into the formation and emendation of
such schematic images of the social 0rder as would cause a group of
:r:ctimized blacks to unite on the grounds of their own exclusion from
a productive role within society that values and rewards productivity
above all else.

lceertr, 
"Ideology, ,, p. 64,


